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Relationship between the Onset of Winter and Collared Lemming Abundance
at Churchill, Manitoba, Canada: 1932-90
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ABSTRACT. Ten periods of high abundance and nine periods of low abundance
of collared lemmings(Dicrostonyx richrdsoni) at Churchill,
Manitoba, Canada, were determined from 1932 to 1990 using published and unpublished trapping studies. Response functions were used
to relate extremes of lemming abundance to temperature and precipitation in the preceding 24 months. Good correspondence was found
between conditions around fall freeze-up and both high and low collared lemming abundance. This indicates that far-from-average temperature
and precipitation may moderate the abundance of collared lemmings. During spring and fall the southern tundra, such as at Churchill,
has a high frequency of annual freeze-thaw cycles, indicating that this area may be more stressful to lemmings than cooler climates with
fewer freeze-thaw cycles.
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RÉSUMÉ. De 1932 ti 1990, on a dktermink 10 pkriodes de forte abondance et 9 @riodes de basse abondance de lemmings it collerette
(Dicrostonyx richardsoni) B Churchill (Manitoba), au Canada, en se servant d’ktudes publikes ou inMites sur le pikgeage. On a utilisk
B la temperature et aux
prkipitations durant les24 mois prWents.
les fonctionsde repense pour relier lesextrhes d’abondance de lemmings
On a trouvk qu’il existait une correspondance intkressante entre les conditions de I’engel automnal et la forte comme la faible abondance
des lemmings B collerette. Cela indique que des temp6ratures et des prkipitations nettement diffkrentes de la moyenne peuvent influer
sur l’abondance des lemmings B collerette. Au cours du printemps et de l’automne, la frkquence des cycles annuels de gel et dkgel est
klevke dans la toundra mkridionale, comme celle qui se trouve B Churchill, ce qui rkvkle que cette region peut &re plus stressante pour
les lemmings que d’autres situkes dans des climats plus froids ayant moins de cycles de gel et dkgel.
Mots clés : Churchill, Manitoba, lemmings B collerette, cycles, gel et dkgel, tempkrature, prkcipitation, pluie verglaçante, couvert nival
Traduit pour le journal par Nksida Loyer.

and precipitation during the growth year (i.e., year of high
or low abundance) and during the previous year (Fritts,
FewstudiesinCanada
involve direct determinationof
1976). The analysis allows for ranking of variable importance
mammal abundanceover a long period(e.g., Mihok et al.,
in the make-up of the timeseries, which can be assembled
1985). Churchill, Manitoba (58”45‘N, 94’05’W) has been
into a predictive model and tested (e.g., Gray et al., 1981;
an active site for bothtime series studiesofmammal
Gray and Pilcher, 1983). The application of this method
fur abundance(EltonandNicholson,1942)and
early
hasbeenexpanded to predict successfullytheimportant
20th-century
small
mammal
trappings
(Preble, 1902).
periods inthe growing seasonof northern trees (Scott et al.,
Sincethe1920ssummer
trapping of collared lemmings
1988).Applicationofthismethodcould
be usefulin
(Dicrostonyx richardsoni) at Churchill hasbeenalmost
determining the weather influences on the timing
of collared
continuous (Shelford and Twomey, 1941; Shelford, 1943; lemming abundance.
Smith andFoster, 1957; Foster, 1961; Quay, 1969; Brooks,
During this study I examine trapping studies and identify
1970; Wrigley, 1974; Scott, 1988; Scott and Hansell, 1989). periods of extreme abundance of collared lemmings at
In trapping reports, specificfieldseasons are notedby
Churchill during 1932-90. Monthly temperature and precipieither thehighabundance
or the rarity oflemmings
tation data are related to the timing of high and low abundance
(cf. Steen et al., 1990).
using a response function approach.A strong, yet infrequent,
The Shelford (1943) study at Churchill related weather
anomaly that corresponds with periods
of extreme abundance
conditions to the abundance of collared lemmings during
may demonstrate the impact of an extreme weather event
1929-40 and suggested that deep snow and warm summer
on changinglemmingpopulations. A persistent weather
temperatures are favourable for high numbers of collared
anomaly that corresponds to periods of extreme abundance
lemmings. It was also argued that high rainfall in late summer
suggests a weather influence on population fluctuations.
could cause unfavourable winter conditions
in lowland areas,
forcing collared lemmings into upland areas with less snow
METHODS
cover and, thus, colder temperatures. The inference is that
unfavourable conditions at fall freeze-up may either delay
Using both my trapping data from 1980-90 and published
the occurrence of peak numbers of lemmingsor reduce the andunpublishedfieldreports,
for collared lemmings at
small mammal density during the peak.
Churchill during 1932-90, years when abundance was far
In time series applications such as tree ring studies,
from average and was noted as either extremely high or
response functions are developed to quantify the biological
extremely low were recorded. Yearly reports were compared
response to weatherinfluences (Fritts, 1976). Response
to estimates over consecutive years so relative peaksor lows
function analysis entailscorrelation of monthly temperature could be determined. Usually the anecdotes regarding such
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FIG. 2.

small mammals (Pruitt, 1957; Courtin et al., 1991), although
the reduced snow cover in less extreme years is inconsequential (Krebs, 1964; Fuller, 1977) and would not influence
cycling. Periods ofpeak lemming abundanceare characterized
by a quick freeze-upduring fall followed by relatively heavy

snowfall or relatively warm temperatures after freeze-up until
the snow has accumulated. The periods of low abundance
are characterized by below normal temperatures and high
precipitation during freeze-up in October and low temperature
and precipitation in November and December.
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peaks and lows wereconclusive, such as thousands oftrapThe variation in temperature
24 months beforepeak or low
nights with no captures
or collections madeby walking along periods of lemming abundance does not differ clearly from
and picking up animals because they were so numerous.
the normal temperature variation as a whole (Fig. 2). The
Monthly summaries of temperature and precipitation data precipitation has less central tendency and a shift towards
for Churchill were obtained from the Churchill Weather
the negative (drier) side of the distribution before lemming
Office (Churchill, Manitoba), which is located within the
peaks occur. Periods before a low in abundance have a greater
centre of the trapping region. The first year of complete
central tendency. Periods of peak lemming abundance are
weather data was 1932. Product-moment correlations (Sokal
characterized by lowOctober temperature followed by high
and Rohlf, 1981)betweenthemonthly temperatures and
November and a very high December
temperature (Fig. 3).
precipitations for the 1932-90 period were calculated to checkLarge extremes in precipitation
are also rare in the year before
for interdependenceamong the variqles. Eachweather
the peak. Periods of low abundance generally have above
series was standardized by converting the values to units of average temperatures for the first 8 months of
year,
thewhich
standard deviations above (+) or below (-) the average
correlate to greater snowfall. Further, periodsoflow
for the 1932-90 mean.
abundance correspond to low October temperature coupled
To develop response functions, each data set consisted of withhighprecipitationalongwithlowNovemberand
the deviations of monthly temperature and precipitation
December temperature and precipitation. The inconsistent
starting with July in the year of extreme abundance and
occurrence of other temperature and precipitation anomalies
including the previous 23 months.
This period should be long indicates they are probably artifacts of the interdependency
enough to includethe initial events that could
be responsible
among weather variables (Gray and Pilcher, 1983).
for either the increase to a peak or the decline to a low in
abundance. One data set included the deviations for years
DISCUSSION
of highabundance and the other included the deviations for
The years of low abundance of collared lemmings
are noted
years of low abundance. Each data set was then compared
either oneor two years immediately after peak
a in abundance
to the data for the full 1930-90 periodto identify any strong
and are often two-year events. Multi-year low periods have
or persistent anomalies corresponding with periods of extreme
been reported also by others (e.g., Steen et al. , 1990). The
lemmingabundance.The deviations for temperature and
precipitation are individually summedfor years of peak and occurrence of periods of low abundance may appear irregular
because of difficulty in determining specific years of low
low abundances and contrasted.
abundance from (lackof) captures during periodsof extreme
low density. The reports of double peaks in abundance of
RESULTS
collared lemmings for 1940-41, 1984-85 and 1988-89 may
be single peaks spreadover a winter whenresearchers were
No sources were found for the abundanceof collared
not trapping. For example,the 1980 peak inabundance was
lemmings at Churchill during 1942-48 and 1956-66
(Fig. 1):
noted during December (Scott, unpubl.), Excepting the
The following 14 years are known periods of relatively
second year of double peaks, there hasbeena regular,
greater numbersoflemmings:
1933, 1936, 1940, 1941
collared
(Shelford, 1943), 1949, 1953 (Smith and Foster, 1957), 1967 predictable occurrence ofpeakabundanceof
lemmings at four-year intervals. However, the density of
(Brooks, 1970), 1971, 1975 (Brooks, pers. comm. 1980),
mature female lemmings during the peakhasranged to
1980, 1984 (Scott and Hansell, 1989), 1985 (Brooks, pers.
around 15ha-1, while the peaksof other species (Scott,
comm. 1987), 1988 and 1989 (Scott, unpubl.),The following
1988) and in lemming density during 1967 and earlier ranged
14 years represent periods whenlemmingshavebeen
into the 100s ha-1 (Shelford, 1943; Brooks, 1970, pers.
extremely rare at Churchill: 1931, 1934, 1935, 1938
comm. 1987).
(Shelford, 1943), 1951, 1955 (Smith and Foster, 1957), 1969
The predictable occurrence of peaks in lemming abundance
(Brooks, 1970), 1973, 1977(Brooks, pers. comm. 1980),
indicates
that biotic factors probably generate the cyclic
1978 (Folk, pers. comm. 1990), 1982, 1983, 1986 and 1987
mechanism, which cannot relate directly to unpredictable
(Scottand Hansell, 1989). To includeweather data for
24 months before a period of extreme abundance, the analysisweather variables. However, multiple combinations of
was restricted to periods of lemming abundance beginning extreme temperature and precipitation conditions associated
with the onset of winter appear to have a close relationship
in 1934. Where peak or low periods in abundanceoccurred
to population phases.This influence is initially demonstrated
in consecutive years, the 24 months up to the first year of
the period were used.
In total the analysis included ten periods where periods of peak abundance are drier than periods of
low abundance. The periods of peak abundance
are associated
of peak abundance and nine periods of low abundance.
with low October temperatures followed by high November
and December temperatures and high December and January
NODATA
. . .,. .-.
..NODATA
. . ... ..
precipitation. October is the freeze-up period, where low
1934
1940
W
l
ism
1910
lorn
1990
temperatures translate into snow rather than freezing rain.
FIG. 1 . A summary of knowncollaredlemmingtrappingstudiesat
Most winter snowfall occurs in April or May, and thus the
Churchill, Manitoba, 1930-90. Years of peak abundance are shown (black)
Occurrence of low temperatures in November and December
withyears of low abundance (white). Years of intermediatelemming
densities are cross-hatched.
without a protective snow cover can be detrimental to the
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Extreme conditions (i.e., temperature and precipitation
values > 1 SD from average) around fall freeze-up during
1932-90 correspond to periods of peak and.low lemming
abundance as ascertained by Shelford (1943) during the
1929-40 period. The Churchill region is the southernmost
extension of arctic tundra and collared lemmings in North
America (Scott andHansell, 1989). The area has undergone
a considerable warming of climate sincethe end ofthe Little
Ice Age (Scottet al., 1988). Currently as a tree-line region,
there is a very high annual number of freeze-thaw cycles at
Churchill, which are apparently detrimental to collared
lemmings as they coincide with non-peak periods.
Progressing away from the tree line to warmer and colder
regions, the numberof freeze-thaw cycles is reduced. A more
suitable environment for this species would be at a more
northern location or at Churchill under a cooler climate, as
existed during the Little Ice Age.
During the 1940-70 period Churchill had undergone a
cooling trend, which reversed during the 1970s and 1980s
(Churchill Weather Office). The high variability in weather
events during the 1970s and 1980s coincides with
an overall
decline in lemming density, which has been noted in peak
years. It seems likely that the changing climate is causing
stress on the population and may have predisposed it to
extreme weather events, which are frequent during this
transition in climate. Short-term trapping studies should be
complemented withan adequate analysisof long-term weather
patterns so that an index of weather variability could
be used
to quantify the stress levels and enable evaluation of
populations. In understandingthe current status of a population, researchers can evaluate the present behaviour in the
proper context.
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